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foreword
This 17th exhibition devoted to Instruments and mechanisms. Leonardo and the art of engineering forms part
of the 24 exhibitions planned between September 2009 and June 2015. The aim of this dense schedule
of exhibitions, held at three-monthly intervals, is to provide the public for the first time with a thematic
and systematic vision of the whole of the Codex Atlanticus.
Each exhibition has a single theme and is displayed in two venues: the Sala Federiciana of the Ambrosiana
Library and Bramante’s sacristy in the Basilica di Santa Maria delle Grazie.
This 17th series of sheets focuses the visitor’s attention on one of the best known and most fascinating
aspects of Leonardo’s drawings: his efforts as a mechanical engineer. It has been said that one of the
fundamental differences between the intelligence of animals and that of man is the ability, typical of man,
to invent one instrument so as to invent another. Consequently, what determines the technical intelligence
of man is the ability to understand, in an analytical and concise manner, the functional interconnection
between instruments, in view of achieving the solution to practical problems. Just browse through this
catalog, carefully edited by Matthew Landrus, and you will be once again amazed at the extreme ability
with which Leonardo untiringly assembled and disassembled his machines, from the simplest
5

to the most complex.
I wish to thank Prof. Pietro Cesare Marani, Curator of the Ambrosiana’s Leonardo heritage, for his constant
engagement in choosing the themes of the 24 exhibitions to be held until 2015. A special word of thanks
is also due to Giorgio Ricchebuono, President of the Cardinale Federico Borromeo Foundation,
for the moral and financial support given to this cultural initiative, on the part of the Veneranda Biblioteca
Ambrosiana, right from the start.

MONSIGNOR FRANCO BUZZI
Prefetto della Biblioteca Ambrosiana

Presentazione
Con la diciassettesima esposizione intitolata Strumenti e meccanismi. Leonardo e l’arte dell’ingegneria continua
la serie delle ventiquattro mostre programmate tra il settembre 2009 e il giugno 2015. Lo scopo di questa
successione serrata di mostre, che si rinnovano ogni tre mesi, è quello di offrire al pubblico – in modo
tematico e sistematico, per la prima volta nella storia – la visione integrale del Codice Atlantico.
Il tema di ogni singola mostra è unico, mentre resta duplice la sede espositiva: la Sala Federiciana nella
Biblioteca Ambrosiana e la Sacrestia del Bramante presso la Basilica di Santa Maria delle Grazie.
Questa diciassettesima serie di fogli porta all’attenzione del visitatore uno degli aspetti più noti e
affascinanti dei disegni di Leonardo: il suo impegno d’ingegnere meccanico. È stato detto che una delle
differenze fondamentali che intercorre tra l’intelligenza dell’animale e quella dell’uomo è rappresentata
dalla capacità, tipica dell’uomo, di inventare lo strumento per un altro strumento. Dunque ciò che qualifica
l’intelligenza tecnica dell’uomo è la capacità di intuire, in modo analitico e sintetico, l’interconnessione
funzionale tra gli strumenti in vista della soluzione di problemi pratici. Basterà scorrere questo catalogo,
preparato con cura da Matthew Landrus, per restare ancora una volta meravigliati davanti all’estrema abilità
con cui Leonardo ha composto e scomposto, infaticabilmente, gli elementi della sue macchine, dalle più
7

semplici alle più complesse.
Ringrazio il professor Pietro Cesare Marani, Curatore del patrimonio grafico di Leonardo conservato
in Ambrosiana, per il suo impegno costante nell’individuazione dei temi espositivi attorno ai quali
organizzare la serie delle ventiquattro mostre programmate fino al 2015. Un grazie particolare deve essere
espresso anche alla Fondazione Cardinale Federico Borromeo, che, nella persona del suo presidente Giorgio
Ricchebuono, sostiene fin dall’inizio moralmente e finanziariamente questa straordinaria iniziativa culturale
della Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana.

MONSIGNOR FRANCO BUZZI
Prefetto della Biblioteca Ambrosiana

INTRODUCTION
Matthew Landrus

A

t the start Leonardo’s working process he
assessed the necessary instruments and
mechanisms, the way to apply a design
and how it would function. He studied the essential means by which his subject functioned and the
necessary tools for its operation, construction, and
illustration. The key to his process, particularly with
regard to understanding and making an invention,
was his preparation for it, his technical scholarship.
As his engineering studies developed in the 1470s,
starting at the Verrocchio workshop, he collected
ideas and information about tools and mechanisms
on sheets of paper, and in notebooks. This process
would lead to his series of mechanism presentation
drawings around 1480, at a time when he thought
about engineering commissions in Florence and Milan. Thereafter he produced other clever and inventive engineering solutions, compiling treatises on
instruments and mechanisms. In volumes that are
now entitled the Codex Atlanticus are amazing and
thorough assessments of these engineering solutions,
and they address his rationale throughout his career
for collecting more drawings on engineering than on
painting. Still, there are few modern publications on
his instruments and mechanisms, especially by comparison with publications on his paintings. It is with
the present comprehensive Codex Atlanticus exhibition project that we have the first reliable explanations of many of these drawings. Adding to what we
know about the social history of them, the present
exhibition not only explains Leonardo’s fascination
with instruments and mechanisms, though especially how they worked, what he said about them,
how he thought they could be improved, how he
could invent new devices, and especially his methods
for studying them and presenting them to a learned
engineering audience. This exhibition provides for
many of the drawings the first explanations of their
specific design components, and of Leonardo’s thinking and descriptive writing processes. For the collection as a whole, these new assessments provide new
evidence of the specific trajectory of his engineering
career, from that of an exceptional student to that of
famous engineer.
The elements of mechanics were for Leonardo necessary for natural movements and for the natural essence of something. To identify the authenticity of
his work one has to look for his application of this

inner life to the subject, his signature expression
of the mechanics and necessity of Nature. His approaches to instruments and mechanisms are keys to
understanding his motivations and his brilliance. It
is therefore the focus of this exhibition to address his
consistent interests in how things worked and how
they would be explained, as these issues are informative of the qualities and capabilities that have earned
him due recognition as a genius.
Around 1510, while writing about the bones, tendons and muscles of the hand on a page for his treatise
on anatomy, Leonardo adds a reminder for the eventual publication of the treatise: “Make sure that the
book on the elements of machines, with its practical functions, should come before the demonstration
of the motion and force of man and other animals;
and according to these, you will be able to prove
your propositions” (Windsor Royal Library [‘Windsor’ hereafter] folio 19009 r). This book of formal
demonstrations on the elements of machines dates to
around 1493 and partially survives as a manuscript
now entitled Codex Madrid I. Luca Pacioli referred
to it in his 1498 De divina proportione as, “an inestimable work on local motion, percussion, weights
and all the forces, that is, accidental weights, having
already with great diligence finished a worthy book
on painting and human movements.” Thus Leonardo
had at least two presentable manuscripts by 1498,
the first on painting and human movements, and the
second on statics, which is the branch of mechanics
that explains the forces of bodies at rest. Pacioli’s
note and other comments by Leonardo indicate that
this book on statics is his book on the elements of
machines, which assessed more specifically the elements of mechanics. Set up in a manner inspired by
popular publications in the 1480s of Euclid’s ‘Elements of Geometry,’ with propositions, demonstrations, and illustrations, Leonardo wrote about principles, capabilities and inventive uses of instruments
and mechanisms. The basic ‘elements’ of these devices were joints, gears, pulleys, levers, springs, screws,
arbalests, hoists, bearings, pendulums, and escapements, all of which are discussed in the present exhibition. These were essential for understanding
and using the forces of Nature, which was governed
by the proportional mathematics of the cosmos. As
Leonardo notes, “mechanics is the paradise of the
mechanical sciences, because with that, one comes
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to the fruits of mathematics” (Manuscript E folio 8
v). He had such faith in the perfect mechanical system of the Aristotelian microcosm of Nature that he
would early in his career calculate similar properties
for units of weights as for units of measurements,
assuming that they were commensurable, and that
a valid, working design would have a force that is
proportional to its size. This was of course helpful
for understanding the scale and geometry of a project, though not in every case the arithmetic for its
physical properties and capabilities.
There are five categories of instruments and mechanisms in the exhibition, ranging from basic tools to
sophisticated automata and textile machines. Item
numbers 1-7 are instruments that serve as basic
tools, whereas item numbers 8-20 are basic machines
that often serve as tools for larger projects. Items 2125 are mechanisms that engage with hydraulic problems and systems. The ownership and use of water
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was a lucrative business, one that motivated creative
entrepreneurs like Leonardo. Before his return to
Milan in 1508, for example, he negotiated his earlier
rights to the Naviglio Grande, a canal in southwest
Milan, writing to the French governor the need, “to
set up my instruments and things which will most
greatly please Our Most Christian King” (Codex Atlanticus [‘CA’ hereafter] 872 r). The fourth category
of items 26-33 addresses Leonardo’s automata, his
automatic devices. Although studied and developed
most often for formal events, these were also part of
his study of methods for perpetual motion, a popular
and fascinating trend in north Italy near the turn of
the sixteenth century. The final category, with items
34-44, provides an assessment of his machines for
the textile industry, most likely for a project to develop automated machines for a textile factory near
Milan in 1493-95. There are nonetheless projects
that overlap categories, as is typical with Leonardo’s

abilities to use one device for several different projects. For example, his perpetual water pump (number 24) is both hydraulic device and automation.
One has read a technical illustration by Leonardo as
one of at least three possibilities: (1) a demonstration of basic principles of mechanics, (2) a practical,
buildable device that he observed or invented, or (3)
a practical construction worksheet for an instrument
or machine that also reveals its basic mechanical
principles. But in any event, he regularly advises in
his drawings that one observe at first its basic mechanical principles. He also reflected on this problem around 1510, when writing about the anatomical mechanics of the hand, implying that his book
on anatomy would only be understood only after one
read his book on mechanics (Windsor f. 19009 r). His
instruments and mechanisms, like those of Nature
would govern its biological mechanisms, governing
movements of the human body, water, or air, etc., as

they were all set in motion by the Aristotelian prime
movement of the cosmos. Addressing this general
issue with specific examples of the instruments and
mechanisms, this exhibition hereby locates Leonardo
within the tradition of self-educated tradesmen of
his time, within a prestigious group of universal or
Renaissance artist-engineers who include Piero della
Francesca, Francesco di Giorgio Martini, Donato
Bramante, Giuliano da Sangallo, Antonio Filarete,
Leon Battista Alberti, Donatello, Andrea del Verrocchio, Niccolò di Buonaccorso, Lorenzo Ghiberti,
Filippo Brunelleschi, Giovanni Fontana, Mariano
Taccola, Guido da Vigevano and others. Although
most of these gentlemen will not be discussed in
the exhibition catalogue, they were important influences on Leonardo, who honored them by improving
on their approaches. His technical demonstrations
are both scholarly research projects and innovative
entrepreneurial assessments.
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WORKS
Matthew Landrus

The abbreviation in parentheses after the title of each caption
(for example, BA) indicates the location in which the drawing is exhibited.
BA = Biblioteca Ambrosiana
SB = Sacrestia del Bramante, Santa Maria delle Grazie

Folio 1102 v

18

4. Compound pulley blocks (SB)
Leonardo demonstrated with annotated illustrations a
broad range of pulley combinations. In many cases,
his inventive solutions were often improvements and
attempted improvements to existing designs. Inventions were also demonstrations of theories, especially
when the practical design was possibly abandoned, as
on the present folio. By the mid 1490s Leonardo was a
specialist on compound pulleys in practice and in the
theories of medieval treatises ‘on weights,’ entitled in
Latin, ‘De ponderibus,’ by Jordanus de Namore (Scientia de ponderibus, c. 1225) and Biagio Pelacani (Tractatus de ponderibus, c. 1400). This was for Leonardo the
means of understanding the ‘science’ of statics, which
is the branch of mechanics that explains the forces of
bodies at rest. He demonstrates on the present folio a
combination of seven pulleys in a fixed upper pulley
block and six pulleys in a lower pulley block, which
could – if there were no friction – theoretically pull a
load that weighs thirteen times more than the operator’s use of force. If for example he had to lift a bronze
bell that weighed 650 pounds, he would attach the
hook of the upper pulley block to a truss, and the hook
of the lower pulley block to the bell, and he would pull
the two ropes that extend laterally at the top, lifting
the bell with a pull tension of fifty pounds on the rope.
Three dual compound pulleys are visible at the front
of the dual block system on the present folio. The rope
extends through these six pulleys to another series of
pulleys that are not visible inside the ends of the lower
and upper blocks. As demonstrated with the help of
the rope illustration in the center, there are three pulleys in the base of the lower block and four pulleys
in the top of the upper block. Thus if one counts the
six visible pulleys and seven hidden pulleys, it would
seem that the maximum power of this compound pulley – if somehow without friction – would be theoretically thirteen times the operator’s pull on the rope.
This folio is a very good example of Leonardo’s famous
method of using both sides of the sheet for the development of a design, where one sees on both sides
initial studies in red chalk, outlined in brown ink. The
opposite side of the sheet – the recto, the front – has a
formal presentation drawing that was abandoned and
marked over. The present side – the verso – has a layer
of red chalk studies over portions of the shadows of

the ink lines that are visible from the other side of the
sheet. These lines are sketched over with brown ink.
No final version of this design exists, suggesting that
Leonardo abandoned it. A statement on the front of
the sheet (opposite side) emphasizes that this is a theoretical mechanism, that it should include where possible, “mention and general rule,” that would be noted,
“over the contact of poles and of all the weights.” Thus
Leonardo demonstrates here a general rule of statics.
Cooper 1965, p. 122; Uccelli 1940, p. 466; Marinoni 1973 [2006
ed.], Vol. 19, p. 242; Pedretti 1979, p. 282.

Folio 48 v
5. Compasses and spring mechanisms (SB)
These are special designs for a type of compass known
as divider, which has two sharp metal tips. As opposed
to a conventional ‘drawing compass’ that has one sharp
end and another end with a pencil or a pen nib, a divider is used particularly for measurements, to transfer
linear elements, and occasionally to incise preparatory
points and curved marks into a page with its metal
styli. Leonardo often used dividers to compare and determine proportional dimensions of machine components, and to incise circles and lunettes into the page
before applying ink to the designs. To solve the problem of keeping long dividers in their open positions
without making a hinge that is too tight or rigid, he
has invented on the present folio disk hinges that hold
the divider open – as shown with the open divider at
the bottom right of the page – while also allowing the
smooth, fluid movement of the instrument as it opens
and closes. The disks apply pressure to the additional
hinge arms and this multi-hinge would thereby move
without jerking, while also providing a substantial
handle for lateral motion during the operation. He
also invents here small rectangular boxes with coiled
springs, as illustrated at the top of the page. When
they would compress, the arc of the incised line created
by one end would slightly flatten, resulting in a shape
that is closer to the edge of an oval than that of a circle. These elegant non-circular shapes are shown at the
left of the page. There was no precedent for this kind
of clever instrument, which Leonardo designed late in
his career, while at the Vatican, most likely for his assistant metalsmiths to make. His statement below the
compressed coiled spring on the right indicates that

its three visible, compressed coils would expand to the
natural length of six coils when uncompressed, stating
that the “exercise… consumes all six lengths.”
Belt, Raccolta Vinciana XIX (1962), p. 170, fig. 15; Pedretti,
Chronology of Leonardo’s Architectural Studies after 1500, Geneva
1962, p. 109; Pedretti, Leonardo, London 1973, p. 161, fig.
159; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 1, pp. 236-37; Pedretti
1978, p. 42.

Folio 1093 r
6. Parabolic compass (SB)
Among the parabolic compasses Leonardo illustrated,
this is the best visual demonstration of his five-point
compass, produced in this case for the design of a concave ‘burning’ mirror that can focus the sun’s rays onto
solder, objects or – according to Archimedes – a naval
enemy. The sheet dates to 1513-14, when Leonardo
hired German machinists to make burning mirrors for
Pope Leo X. For the project Leonardo returned to his
simpler parabolic compass design on C.A. folio 87 r
(exhibition number 13), of around 1480, where he
notes similar geometric requirements for points a, b, c
and d on the compass’ points of intersection with the
lines. These compasses and demonstrations were intended to assist with a geometric method for designing
the dimensions of a reliable and measurable concave
burning mirror. The concave design is in this case a
parabola, a section of a cone, which is a plane parallel
to the plane that is tangential to its surface. A plumb
bob, or small weight, is included, dangling from a line
that is attached to the arm that holds the stylus (top
left). This proves the 90° angle of the central compass
stand, at points b (top) to d (bottom). At the top of the
parabola Leonardo crossed through the c, and then under the mark placed another c, perhaps initially comparing this with folio 87 r, which has an e in that spot.

Folio 1102 v
Red chalk, pen and ink – mm 204 x 180 – Ancient numbering 148
C.A. f. 1102 v (ex 396 recto-d) – Circa 1495
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Folio 48 v
Pen and ink – mm 216 x 301 – Ancient numbering 169
C.A. f. 48 v (ex 14 recto-b) – Circa 1513-15

Beck 1906, p. 528, fig. 19; Feldhaus 1913, pp. 114-15; Marinoni
1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 19, p. 231; McCabe 1972, p. 347; Pedretti
1979, p. 278; Pedretti 1981, p. 336, fig. 529; Cianchi 1984, p.
82, fig. 156.

Folio 1093 r
Pen and ink with traces of black chalk on course brown paper
mm 380 x 194 – Ancient numbering 93, 94
C.A. f. 1093 r (ex 394 recto-a) – Circa 1513-14

Folio 87 r
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13. Mirror-making machine, a mill, ovens,
and a parabolic section of a cone (SB)
Instruments and mechanisms here are complimentary. Almost all of them are useful for making concave, burning mirrors, and particularly informative
of Leonardo’s ability to demonstrate his knowledge of
engineering around 1480, while considering a move
to Milan.
Shown at the bottom right is the basic geometry of
a form engaged by a parabolic compass, the form of
which would be, “round like a sugar loaf,” he notes.
In the present catalogue see the note to item number
six, folio 1093 r, regarding the parabolic compass,
with which one can design concave mirrors. See also
items 8 and 19, folios 17 v and 1103 v, for notes on
mirror grinders such as the example at the top of the
present sheet.
The present design from c. 1480 is an advanced version of the necessary gearing mechanism, wherein the
rotation of the large grinding wheel simultaneously
rotates the concave mirror. Below this device he refers
to the ‘fornello’ or stove, further below, demonstrated
with its plan on the left and elevation on the right.
He notes that a glass substance can be placed in the
furnace and that it would soon melt. He may refer here
to a known method for making a mirror of polished
glass, the instructions for which were published later
by Luca Pacioli in his De viribus quantitatus. Pacioli
records the recipe as “one pound of copper, two of pure
bronze, two parts tin, and a bit of iron sulfide,” to be
melted together and “cast onto a plate, on a stone with
the form of the iron circle. Then rub it with sand, and
turn it, and polish it well, and this will become a shiny
mirror, and it will shoot fire at the sun. And you can
also make it concave, so it will burn more, according
to Euclid… and Archimedes.”
Below this furnace Leonardo illustrates a different kind
of casting pit, known as a reverberatory furnace, which
separate the burning chamber – seen on the left – from
the smelting chamber, extending diagonally above it,
with bowls positioned on it. To the right of this he
notes a method for controlling the airflow into and out
of a furnace. At the top right is a common grain mill,
with the note: “way of grinding grain.” It may be on
the page as a plausible device for grinding ingredients
for the glass mirror recipe.

Beck 1900 pp. 451, 463-65, figs. 681, 716-20; Calvi 1925, pp.
38-41; McCabe 1972, pp. 14-15, fig. 3; Marinoni 1973 [2006
ed.], Vol. 2, pp. 192-93; Pedretti 1978, p. 62; Pedretti 1981, pp.
324-27, fig. 512; Cianchi 1984, p. 92, fig. 178 (with incorrect
folio number).

Folio 995 r
14. Printing Press (BA)
Along with the series of inventive automata Leonardo
studied and developed around 1480, this automated
printing press reveals his interest in the rise of the
printing industry in the 1470s in north Italy. He also
started at this time a personal library of hundreds of
incunabula and manuscripts.
Much later, around 1510-13, he noted on Windsor
folio 19007 v his intentions to have his anatomical
studies printed with a precise copper-etching technique, and he states that, “I beseech you who come
after me not to let avarice constrain you to make the
prints in [woodcuts].” He witnessed in the 1470s the
exponential rise of publishers in cities such as Venice,
Milan, Ferrara, Bologna, Padua, Treviso, Vicenza, Pavia, Padua, Florence, and Brescia, which were respectively the areas with the most editions of incunabula.
This region had the most printers per square mile, and
the Italians produced as many best-selling editions as
German publishers. Printing movable type and woodcut illustrations was a lucrative business. Leonardo’s
approach was brilliant: a simple, elegant method to
quickly print a sheet with just the brief movement of
a mechanical lever. This guaranteed a precision process
that was easily managed by only one person.
At the left of the sheet he demonstrates a traditional
worm screw and lever, with threads in opposite directions at each end of the screw, rotated left, with the
press fully extended down, and with a note below it:
“this screw must have two nuts, one below and the
other above.” The improved model on the right does
not require the upper portion of the screw or the frame
to act as the second ‘nut’. Instead the lever includes an
armature that would keep it level with the side, it is
to be pushed in the direction of that armature, making the worm screw lower the press and box combination onto the movable bed below. That bed, set on two
wedges with wheels, would be pulled into place by a
rope that is attached to the vertical pulley on the left.
The pulley would be turned by a shaft that is con-

nected to a gear with approximately ten teeth, which
would be engaged by a larger gear with approximately
forty teeth. When the lever and armature are pushed
forward, the press would drop and the large gear would
turn the small gear so that the pulley at the end of its
shaft would pull the movable print bed up to position
approximately four times faster then the descent of the
press board.
One can see that Leonardo determined the correct
orientation of the worm screw threads, which agree
with gear movements and the clockwise rotation of
the vertical pulley that pulls the cable on the front of
it. He also includes on the right an illustration of the
movable bed’s wedge. The Madonna illustration is not
his, and lines were obviously drawn with a right hand.

Folio 87 r
Pen and ink – mm 263 x 206 – Ancient numbering 22
C.A. f. 87 r (32 recto-a) – Circa 1480

Beck 1906, p. 567, figs. 100-01; Feldhaus 1913, pp. 70-71; Usher
1954, p. 231, fig. 71; Pedretti, Studi 1957, p. 115, fig. 48; Clark
1968, Vol I, pp. 105-106; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 17, p.
236; Pedretti 1979, p. 227; Cianchi 1984, p. 90, fig. 173; Marani,
in Marani et al. 1998, pp. 24-27, cat. no. 1; Taddei, Zanon,
Laurenza 2005 pp. 226-29 [reconstructed with the opposite
direction of movement]; Starnazzi 2006, pp. 60-61; F. Rinaldi in
P.C. Marani and F. Rinaldi 2011, pp. 35-37.
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Folio 995 r
Pen and ink and wash – mm 145 x 214 – Ancient numbering 43
C.A. f. 995 r (ex 358 recto-b) – Circa 1480-82

Folio 1072 r
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15. Glass or mirror grinder and polisher (BA)
This relatively cramped design appears to be a composite
of the necessary features of the water powered glass or
mirror grinder and polisher. Thus its inventive quality
might be its compact design, perhaps as a portable shop
for a glass and mirror maker who would grind two disk
shaped pieces of blown glass or metal mirror on the right
with two different grades of rough stone, and would then
polish them with two different grades of fine stone. Most
flat pieces of glass at the time were the round ends of
blown bottles, cut away and ground flat; and most mirrors were polished metal alloy sheets. Exceptions to this
were Venetian late fifteenth century glass discs coated
a tin-mercury amalgam, though these were rare at the
time. This machine is more likely a type of design that
appears most often in Leonardo’s mechanical studies: a
demonstration of its basic principles. It is a preparatory
sketch, focusing on the glass polisher in the middle, the
components of which are carefully assessed on CA folio
1115 r. He shows on 1115 r, for example, how the large,
horizontal polisher wheel of stone is attached to the wooden wheel below it, with a double bracket that one can see
at the center, under the wooden wheel. This bracket with
two U bolts would extend through the wooden wheel
into the stone wheel above, and as stated on 1115 r, “this
is what holds the wooden wheel above [to] that of the
stone.” In fact he corrects on the present sheet the initial
problem of having the U bolts extend through the top of
the stone wheel, leaving the stone wheel surface free of
any bolts. The box frame holds vertical axles that extend
down onto the polisher and to the horizontal axle of the
water wheel. Notice that Leonardo considers here widths
of the axles that are proportional to the amount of kinetic energy that they transfer. He also has a sense of the
proportional board thickness of the wooden chassis. This
attention to proportional details helps date the drawing
to the mid-to-late 1480s, a period marked by a newly
developed knowledge of engineering at the Sforza Court.
Beck 1906, pp. 567-8, fig. 105; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol.
19, p. 203; Pedretti 1979, p. 270

Folio 83 v
16. Studies of statics with a gear system (SB)
As with many of Leonardo’s mechanical drawings, this

is a thought experiment, an attempt to design a remarkably strong compound gear train that could potentially
lift 10,000 pounds with the placement of only a pound
at the other end of the gear system. He offers here his
most thoughtful visual analogy of this problem, among
several comparable studies on CA folios 909 r, 925 v,
and 114 v. It is an essential page for understanding his
earliest studies of arithmetic from the mid 1480s until 1496. Numbers on the right of this folio are multiplied by twenty, with one exception: Leonardo misses
a 0 when calculating 8000 x 20, noting only 16000.
This results in a miscalculation of 2023. This calculation is meant to be the number of revolutions made by
the 23rd axle at the opposite end of a compound gear
strain with 24 axles, each of which would have a large
wheel with 200 teeth and a small wheel with ten teeth.
In a compound gear train, a gear with 200 teeth turns
a neighboring gear with ten teeth potentially at a rate
twenty times the number of revolutions of the larger
gear. If the small gear is attached to an axle with a large
gear that has 200 teeth, that third gear can turn a small
gear of ten teeth at a rate of twenty revolutions per one
revolution of the large gear. Thus in a system with one
axle that has the large gear and a small gear, and engages
with neighboring gears of alternating sizes, the number of revolutions per axle is twenty, and the number of
revolutions on the engaged neighboring axle is twenty
multiplied by twenty, or 400 revolutions. The neighboring axle of the same kind would therefore rotate
8000 times that of the original axle. If friction were not
a problem, the compound gear system would theoretically rotate its 23rd axle at a power of 2023 (which would
be extremely dangerous). But wheels with 200 teeth are
considered on later studies, on folios 909r and 925v. On
the present folio Leonardo initially considers a mechanism with axles that have wheels with 100 teeth and
ten teeth at each of their ends. His earliest assessment
on this page is therefore a mechanism with a 23rd axle
that could turn at 1023 revolutions, capable of lifting
the 10,000 pound weight that is illustrated on the right
side. We see here that he is interested in the extreme
limits of the use of a compound gear train, that he favors
a visual comparison of the properties of this machine
and its associated calculations. The formal qualities of
this theory have intrigued him, the analysis of Nature’s
properties in mechanical and numerical forms.
Calvi 1925, p. 73, note 3; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 2, p.
185-87; Pedretti 1978, pp. 59-60; Marinoni 1982, pp. 20-22.

Folio 1089 b r
17. Drill with centering device (BA)
This is a machine that drills holes into logs of different sizes, Leonardo’s interpretation of a machine for
making pipes. At the far end a sophisticated centering vice has adjustable serrated jaws at eight positions,
with four mechanisms around the edges of two octagon
frames. Each serrated jaw mechanism is pressed to a
log with the help of a large screw that lowers the jaw
when a nut is turned counter-clockwise within a rectangular frame on the octagon outer edge. Handles on
the frame of the centering mechanism would help with
movements and adjustments for the structure. A post
on the lower-right side of the centering mechanism’s
front end is suggestive of a means for its attachment
to the rectangular bench, though this attachment does
not appear elsewhere on the vise or on the preparatory studies on CA folio 108 r. The foreground portion of the bench includes a pulley between two vertical frames, and on a preparatory study on folio 108 r,
this pulley is shown with a rope that extends to the
left, ideally to a source of energy such as a mill wheel
that is powered by a water wheel. An alternate form
of bench and pulley is on the folio neighboring the
present sheet, on 1089 a r, with a frame that surrounds
with four corner posts the pulley, drill bit and screw
mechanism. When a rope rotates the pulley, the primary activity of the carpenter is to rotate the four-post
handle at the end, thereby turning the central screw
mechanism, which would slowly push the vertical pulley frame and the attached, rotating drill bit, into the
log. The rope that engages the pulley would also have
to move forward. Leonardo’s method for moving the
source of energy with the pulley is not obvious, as at
this stage he was perhaps in the process or re-thinking
the project. Drills of this general type existed in Germany, though the different preparatory studies for alternate mechanisms suggest that he was inventing a
new and improved version of the drill. According to
Giovanni Canestrini, Leonardo illustrates here the type
of drill described by Dominican Father Felix Fabri in
his 1489 Historia Suevorum, a history of the culture,
society, politics, and technology of Swabia.
Feldhaus 1913, pp. 50-52; Canestrini 1939, p. 48, fig. 10; Cooper
1965, pp. 84-85; Parsons 1968, pp. 115-16, fig. 73; Marinoni
1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 19, p. 226; Pedretti 1979, p. 277 Cianchi
1984, p. 87, fig. 167.

Folio 1072 r
Pen and ink on pale ochre prepared paper – mm 201 x 233 – Ancient
numbering 11 - C.A. f. 1072 r (ex 387 recto-c) – Circa 1485
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Folio 83 v
Pen and ink – mm 282 x 200
C.A. f. 83 v (ex 30 verso-a) – Circa 1487

Folio 1089 b r
Pen and ink over traces of black chalk – mm 117-152 x 124
Ancient numbering 78 - C.A. f. 1089 b r (ex 393 recto-b) – Circa 1495-97

Folio 1049 v
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18. Bearing mechanism (SB)
Leonardo was the first engineer to write a book on
general mechanics that included illustrations and
descriptions of a variety of antifriction devices and
methods. The book may be identified as his treatise
on mechanics, written around 1493 and later designated by him as the first volume in an extensive treatise program extending from mechanics and anatomy
to painting, flight and a broad range of subjects. On
the present folio he demonstrates the properties of
an ingenious antifriction device for an axle, post or
cable at its center that rotates 360° or moves in any
lateral direction. It is a theory first assessed in Codex
Madrid I, where he demonstrates these rocker arm
bearings, along with roller and ball bearings on several folios. Whereas he illustrates the uses of roller or
ball bearings as attachments around or under gears,
to reduce friction with neighboring gears and platforms, he was particularly interested in rocker bearings for axles, as seen in the present folio. The basic
principles of this kind of device on Codex Madrid I
folio 12 v are illustrated and discussed with regard to,
“the best possible support for an axle that does not
make complete revolutions,” and alternatively, “if the
axle makes complete revolutions.” One reason for this
initial consideration of the avoidance of roller bearings around axles is that, “Giulio says he has seen in
Germany one of these wheels that was worn down at
the axle.” Thus the basic study of rocker arm bearing mechanisms on folio 12 v was a useful guide for
his expansion of the technology on CA folio 1086 r,
which illustrates the basic principles of the complete
bearing device on the present sheet, 1049 v. During
the process of making the complete bearing design
on the verso, he turned the folio over to the recto and
marked over the shadow of lines on the verso the central positions of four rocker bearings that would be
hidden under the interleaved bearings on the verso.
It is therefore possible – as he demonstrates – to show
both sides of the eventual construction of this kind
of antifriction device, where the overlapping bearings
on the verso would cover the four bearings on the
recto. One can see on the verso a shadow of the axle
mechanism at the bottom of the recto, where he discusses the two roller bearings, noted as ‘wheels’ n and
a, supporting a tiny circle that is the wheel axle. He

states, “Here the wheels spin together with the axis,
because they are combined together, and the weight
rests on the wheels n and a.”
Beck 1906, p. 530; Canestrini 1939, p. 92, fig. 37; Usher 1954,
pp. 226-27, fig. 66; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 18, p. 247;
Reti 1974, Vol. III, p. 77; Pedretti 1979, pp. 256-57; Galluzzi
1999, p. 207.

Folio 1103 v
19. Mirror grinders (SB)
This page is clearly intended for a treatise on mechanics, as it offers a detailed assessment of the principles
of a machine that would grind mirrors, with the main
points arranged in a book folio format. Leonardo expected viewers or eventual publishers to initially read
his backwards handwriting on this manuscript, preferring to write in this manner with his left hand because the script was quicker and more elegant than
when he wrote from right to left. Although this sheet
may post-date his 1493 treatise on mechanics, which
is now titled Codex Madrid I, its central portion of
four neat sets of text and illustrations was nonetheless
initially intended to fit a similar technical treatise.
He apparently abandoned the neat layout when he included in the upper and lower margins diagrams for a
long pendulum grinder that is pulled with ropes and
pulleys across a mirror that is rotated with the help
of a weight and arbalest, turning its axle in oscillations of up and down motions. The second paragraph
and illustration demonstrates the method for grinding
concave mirrors. The third paragraph – with its upper right illustration – has the title, “motion which
is caused by 3 circular motions,” which is about the
grinding of flat mirror disks with three independently moving circles: two grinders and the mirror. At
the fourth paragraph, with its illustration further up
to the bottom right of the paragraph above, there is
the title, “straight and circular motion,” which has
a straight armature moving across and polishing a
rotating flat mirror. After this is a paragraph and illustration about a concave mirror grinder of the type
in the second paragraph, albeit with a larger, more
powerful gear wheel.
Beck 1906, pp. 563-4, figs. 66-68; Cooper 1965, pp. 114-16;
Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 19, p. 243; Pedretti 1979, p. 283;
Cianchi 1984, pp. 70-71.

Folio 2 r
20. Machine for cutting stone (BA)
One of most beautiful Renaissance machine drawings, this
stone saw is nonetheless rarely discussed in the Leonardo
scholarship. If the date is based primarily on an association with another drawing on the same blue paper that
has the statement, 9 of January 1513, and if one considers
the identification of the name, Barbera Stampa, in the top
center of the present sheet, the date for this machine is
relatively late in Leonardo machine studies. Windsor folio
19077 verso is the associated drawing, on which there are
architectural and anatomical studies. Barbera (Florentine
spelling of Barbara) was the daughter of Filippo Stampa,
Mayor and Ducal Commissioner of Como (as discovered by
Luca Beltrami). Thus the architectural studies and the date
place Leonardo and the present stone saw study in Vaprio
d’Adda, on a project to expand and fortify the Villa Melzi,
and where he was studying the castle of Trezzo, the defenses of which had been overrun by a Venetian siege four days
earlier. Leonardo was by this time a highly respected master of precision machine designs. His machine for cutting
stone looks as though it could produce precise low-profile
blocks that would be perfect for flooring and fine masonry. His preparatory studies on the page offer details of the
framing apparatus for the dual blades. He also places the
stone block on the right in a position that illustrates the
thin dimensions of each narrow block that would be the
product of the saw. In the second large block of text on the
right, he notes: “The motion of the saw ought to continue
long enough for the saw’s center of gravity to extend to the
ends of the stone being cut, and moreover, so that the saw
is pulled up on the slightest side in order to leave room for
the insertion of the emery that fits under the lifted part of
the saw.” On the machine design one can see holes in the
vertical beams at each end, and the pins with round heads
that one would extend through the holes, thereby assuring
level positions at each stage of the cutting process. This
device is likely similar to other table saws, though with the
addition of a dual-blade, framed system that would make
two precise cuts with each motion. Hence we see on the
rest of the sheet Leonardo’s preoccupation with the designs
of the blades and their framing device.
Beck 1900, p. 105-8, fig. 120; Beltrami, Raccolta Vinciana IV
(1907-8), p. 71; A. Solmi 1911, p. 356; G. B. De Toni, Raccolta
Vinciana X (1919), pp. 127-36; Clark 1968, vol. 2, p. 32; Pedretti
1972, pp. 16, 288; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], pp. 180-181;
Pedretti 1978, p. 24; Pedretti 1981, pp. 324-25, fig. 511; Cianchi
1984, p. 89, f. 170.

Folio 1049 v
Red chalk, pen and ink – mm 266 x 178 – Ancient numbering 188
C.A. f. 1049 v (ex 376 verso-c) – Circa 1498-99
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Folio 1103 v
Pen and ink– mm 197 x 137 – Ancient numbering 10
C.A. f. 1103 r (ex 396 verso-f) – Circa 1503-05

Folio 2 r
Pen and ink and wash on course blue paper – mm 275 x 415
Ancient numbering 104, 105 – C.A. f. 2r (ex 1 recto-c) – Circa 1513
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Folio 179 v

Folio 69 b r

Folio 21 r

24. Perpetual Water pump (BA)
The size of this water pump design could be as large as a
two-story building, if indeed it requires the Tuscan columns. It would pump water with an alternating push
and pull of two pistons. At each interval, a piston would
press down on water in the lower portion of its tube,
and with this pressure, the central trap door at the bottom of that tube would close, and the water would be
pushed up a narrow pipe at the side. At the completion
of this process, the piston would raise, drawing shut
the small trap door on the narrow pipe, pulling open
the trap door at the bottom, drawing water back into
the bottom pipe. As water accumulates in the narrow
pipe, it would pour into a narrow horizontal pipe at the
top, pouring out on the left, where Leonardo identifies
the location as the “first floor.” It is the first floor to receive the water, albeit the second floor of the structure.
Water is shown pouring into a bowl on the left, and
then into the gutter next to it. As with the pipes below
ground, this gutter and the boxes on the counterbalance
have front portions cut away, so that the mechanisms
and forms, and especially the level of water may be seen
inside. Note the level of water in the left bucket. The
source of energy for each plunger is the ingenious counterbalance arm that is attached at its center to the gutter, with attachments below the arm that push and pull
two posts of the weighted pistons below. Water that
flows into the gutter from the ‘first floor’ would flow
into the buckets at each end of the counterbalance arm.
One bucket would fill with water, drop, push down a
weighted piston, and – because of its tilted position –
would empty some water into a trough of water on the
“second floor,” as titled at the left. At this side excess
water exits a hole and pours to the left. As the water
empties the left bucket, the right bucket – while filling with water from the gutter – would outweigh its
neighboring bucket and would drop, pushing down the
right piston. This alternating movement of dropping
buckets is similar to the back and forth shift of a large
pendulum-operated piston water pump on Windsor
Royal Library folio 12655 r. In each example the movement to the left and right lowers and lifts the pistons, in
theoretically perpetual automated movements.

25. Fountain mechanism (BA)
This is Leonardo’s best illustration of this style fountain
mechanism. It is part of a group that includes CA folios
574 a-b r, 790 r, and 810 r. They date to 1517-18 because
of the comment on folio 810 r that, “Amboise has a royal
fountain without water.” Thus he possibly inspected that
fountain mechanism while it was at that point not pumping water. While producing hydraulic devices for Charles
d’Amboise in Milan around 1508, Leonardo could have
studied the present type of mechanism, returning to it in
1517 when he recommended to Francis I plans for a new
city center at Romorantin, with fountains in every piazza.
By northern Italian standards, the device Leonardo studies in this case is relatively antiquated technology. These
fountain mechanism studies demonstrate the techniques
necessary for regulating water flow in the mechanism
chamber, thus forcing the water out of conical valves d e
at the bottom (noted backwards, right to left). Leonardo
states at the left that the central mechanism h g locks the
chamber shut at portal a, thereby pulling down on the
lever that toggles arms extending diagonally to S and t.
This pivots the arms and pushes their outside points t and
S up, “and at the same time opens b c above and d e below:
pouring water waves below and pushing air above.” The
lower conical values e d push water out of the chamber
while valves b c allow air to enter. Note that conical valves
b c extend through the water channel that feeds conical
valve a. As water empties the vertical chamber, the top
boxes of air drop and their lower frame rests on posts at
positions m and n. This drop releases the pull on the central frame at point h, but the frame is still held in place
by the bottom boxes of air at point f. When these bottom
boxes of air eventually drop (with the receding water),
they will pull down the central frame. Because of a pivot
at the center of arms t S, the downward movement of
the frame pivots the central post up, pushing cone h and
conical valve a up, allowing water back into the chamber.
Note that the three-point pivot on arms t S are at the
centers of the left and right arms and at the top, center of
both arms. As the central post is pushed up, the outside
portions of the armature at t S pivot down, closing the
conical valves at b c above and d e below. Water will again
fill the chamber through valve a.

26. Two automatic turnspits (SB)
As part of what seems to been a portfolio or treatise on automata, these automatic turnspit drawings join the likes
of the machine for cutting files on CA 24 r, all of which
were designed around 1480. These automatic turnspits
are useful designs that promote the skills of an engineer
and master painter looking for commissions in Milan.
According to Benedetto Dei, ‘Lionardo da Vinci dipintore’ accompanied a group of Florentine merchants to
Milan on 15 June 1480. At this time and in 1482, there
is evidence that Leonardo sought employment in Milan,
as a painter, sculptor, and engineer. By April 1483 he had
secured the major ‘Madonna of the Rocks’ commission
and had finally relocated to Milan to work on it with
Ambrogio and Evangelista de Predis. The Sforza family, leading employers in the city, traditionally favored
engineering commissions for specialized tasks instead of
hiring teams of full-time members of the ducal court.
To prove his abilities as an engineer, Leonardo offered
with illustrations his inventive approaches to mechanical
technology. He also chose to write descriptions on these
earliest of mechanical drawings in the easily readable direction of left to right, rather then from right to left, as
on most of his drawings. Perhaps originally intended as
a presentation drawing, the crossed-out text below the
bottom turnspit reveals Leonardo’s approach to simplifying and clarifying the description: “This is the true way
to cook roasts, because according to this, a fire that is
moderate or strong the roasts turns slowly or quickly.”
This statement helps the reader interpret the main benefit of this turnspit: that it should not over-cook the food,
if it rotates faster when there is more hot air rising and
turning the fan in the chimney, whereas on a low flame,
with less hot air, the fan, hooks, and horizontal spit rotate
slowly. The top diagram offers one speed for the rotation
of two horizontal spits and a vertical device with four vertical spits. It is powered by the same kind of weight, rope
and axle mechanism found on CA folio 24 r. Both mechanisms on the present sheet or similar versions of them
by other engineers were influential in the late sixteenth
century on Italian engineer, Vittorio Zonca (1568-1603),
whose work was published posthumously in 1607.

Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 2, p. 191; Pedretti 1978, p. 97;
Pedretti 1981, pp. 309-10, fig. 486; Letze and Buchsteiner 1997,
pp. 134-35; Galluzzi 1999, p. 258.

Beck 1900, pp. 475-77, figs. 749-51; Pedretti, Gazette des BeauxArts, Nov 1970, p. 309; Pedretti 1972, p. 97; Marinoni 1973
[2006 ed.], Vol. 1, pp. 266-67; Pedretti 1978, p. 53.

Beck 1900, p. 425-26, figs. 604-05; Feldhaus 1913, p. 86; Usher
1954, pp. 211-224; Pedretti, Studi 1957, p. 32; Reti and Dibner
1969, pp. 50-51, fig. 4; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 1, p. 200;
Pedretti 1978, p. 31; Cianchi 1984, p. 92, fig. 179; Galluzzi 1999,
pp. 54-57, fig. 51.
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Folio 69 b r
Pen and ink and wash – mm 201 x 144 – Ancient numbering 33
C.A. f. 69 b r (ex 22 recto-b) – Circa 1517-18.

Folio 21 r
Pen and ink – mm 255 x 191 – Ancient numbering 16
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Folio 936 r
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36. Machine to teasel felt hats (BA)
Leonardo illustrates here a method for removing loose
fibers from several felt hats in single process, to teasel
and shave them so that they are smooth. Since Roman
antiquity the head of a teasel was used for this purpose.
Combs of these teasels or similar items are visible in
the drawing, attached to the upper armature, over the
crown block, or “baretta” (barretta). He notes on the
page that, “each cap [baretta] has a wheel m n, and the
one turns the other.” In other words, each horizontal
wheel, labeled m n, at the base of each cap is interlocked with its neighbor, so that only one horizontal
wheel at one end of the group would have to be turned
by the powered mill gear and axle combination. A single version of this teasel device is on CA folio 29 v,
which was likely the initial inspiration for Leonardo’s
apparent invention of a multiple hat teasel station. Because this is one of many automated textile machines
he studied and developed around 1493-95, it would
seem that he was commissioned to design machines
for a fully automated textile mill in or around Milan.
This would have been an important commission in
mid-1490s when Ludovico Sforza did not pay much of
Leonardo’s salary. Moreover, if these textile machines
had been built, they would have helped revolutionize
the textile industry.
Beck 1906, p. 646, fig. 128; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 16,
p. 237; Pedretti 1979, p. 195; Strobino, p. 91, fig. 96.

Folio 67 a r
37. Components for a machine
that produces sequins (BA)
This is a preparatory study for an automated hammering process similar to that shown on CA folio 39 r in
the present exhibition (cat. no. 34), part of the series
of sequin-making machine studies. Leonardo’s illustrations along the bottom of the sheet show his brainstorming process, with different versions of mechanical
hammer devices. On the left, one of these devices the
hammer with a spanned arbalest, whereas at the center another hammer is attached to a pulley, rope and
weight combination. In both cases tension is applied to
the hammer handle, so that a turn of the cross-shaped

lever will release the handle and the applied tension
will swing the hammer quickly in one direction. But
the distance of swing is not regulated in those images,
and there is no obvious method for resetting the hammer mechanism. This problem is solved on folio 39 r,
where the gears swing the hammer at first forward and
then backward. On the present folio, drawings on the
right and bottom demonstrate the regulation of the
distance traveled by the swinging hammer, so that a
rotating cross-shaped lever can reset the hammer’s position back to its previous position of high tension. As
partially demonstrated at the middle-right of the page,
the hammer housing, with the note, “ferro” (iron), includes on the anvil a flat item that is moved forward by
a pulley in the foreground. The hammer could be iron,
about to strike gold or silver sheets that are placed
on sharp pattern blocks, cutting sequins or other patterns. Extending into the horizontal housing would be
the axle and gear mechanism controlling the hammer.
Rather than include this housing in the six-part machine to the left of it, Leonardo shows only the internal
elements: the hammer, its axle, and cross-shaped trigger/lever (seen from above) on a main axle. Six main
axles are rotated by the engagement of the cogs (fusi)
of their spindles with a large central gear.
Beck 1900, p. 433, 437-9 figs. 627m 636-8; Marinoni 1973 [2006
ed.], Vol. 1, pp. 264-65; Pedretti 1978, p. 52; Pedretti, Lettura
Vinciana XV.

Folio 86 r
38. Needle-making machine (SB)
Among Leonardo’s preparatory drawings for a needlemaking machine, this is the best example of the general design. For a complete assessment of the machine,
one would compare this study with presentation drawings of the right-side emery belt rotating apparatus
on CA folios 874 v and 159 a r. The rough, spotted
character of the emery belt is visible on folio 159 a
r. On 874 v, the number 100 is on the central frame,
and may suggest the number of complete processes
the central apparatus makes per hour. It would spin
and polish needles simultaneously with the emery belt
and the large emery-covered wheel that passes under
the central frame. Leonardo writes on at the edge of
the central wheel of the present folio that this outer
strip is a “circle of lead and emery.” He was initially

enthusiastic about the machine, noting on folio 874
v that, “Tomorrow morning on 2 January 1496 I will
test the broad belt,” and then notes, “100 times the
hour, at 400 each time, 40,000 needles per hour, that
in 12 hours each day, four hundred and eighty thousand; but let us say 4000 thousand [400,000], that is 5
soldi per the thousand are 20 thousand soldi, that totals
one thousand lire per day, per operator. And to work
20 days a month, it is 20 thousand lire per the month,
and two hundred and forty thousand per the year, that
becomes 60 thousand ducats per the year.” Imagine
talking with him about this over a glass of wine. He
suggests that the machine would make 400 needles
100 times each hour, for a total of 40,000 needles per
hour, and that gross sales would exceed 60,000 ducats
per year. The large disk on the present sheet rotates
on a “pole” that extends through a tilting arm, down
to two other arms and a wheel. The top tilting arm
pivots at the floor, where it is attached on the right,
and is raised at the left side with a rope and pulley, to
positions that are adjustable along a diagonal central
post at the top. This option to tilt the wheel to seven
specific positions on the vertical armature would add
different rates of polishing pressure up against the horizontal needle container on the right. Leonardo notes
next to the middle armature that it is included so that,
“the pole, when lifting its wheel, does not come out of
its perpendicular” [position]. On folio 874 v, one can
see his plan for a gear mechanism that would rotate
a wheel at the far end of the emery belt. An external
power source, such as a mill wheel would rotate the
gear mechanism, whereas at the other end of the belt,
the wheel at the near end would be held taught with
an adjustable frame and screw mechanism. On the present folio this foreground wheel extends an axle with
a small gear that engages a larger gear on the large
wheel, thereby turning the large wheel with the power
supplied to the belt.

Folio 936 r
Pen and ink with traces of black chalk – mm 112 x 143
Ancient numbering 120 – C.A. f. 936 r (ex 342 recto-a) – Circa 1493-95
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Folio 67 a r
Pen and ink and wash – mm 245 x 338
C.A. f. 67 a r (ex 21 recto-a) – Circa 1495

Beck 1900, pp. 460-61, fig. 707; Pedretti, Raccolta Vinciana XIX
(1962), pp. 278-82, fig. 1; Cooper 1965, pp. 87-88; Reti and
Dibner 1969, p. 40-41, fig. 2; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 2,
pp. 191-92; Pedretti 1978, p. 24.

Folio 86 r
Pen and ink on traces of black chalk – mm 115 x 75
Ancient numbering 36 – C.A. f. 86 r (ex 31 verso-a) – Circa 1495
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Folio 106 r

Folio 435 v

39. Machine for raising and shearing
napped cloth (BA)
The survival of a substantial number of Leonardo’s
presentation drawings of textile machines, such as the
prime example here, suggests that he was engaged at
the Sforza court in a major textile production effort
and that he was preparing a treatise on the subject.
His textile machine studies, some of which were possibly his inventions, provide some of the best evidence of his knowledge of machines, not to mention
a rare glimpse into a sophisticated textile industry
with very similar methods – on a smaller scale – to
those at the start of the industrial revolution in the
late eighteenth century.
This is one of the best, easy to understand, illustrations
of a cloth-raising machine, and has been copied and
reprinted many times; most notably by Vittorio Zonca
in the late sixteenth century, as found in his posthumous book of 1607. It processes five spools of shrunk
cloth, raising and shearing the nap – the fibrous surface – so that the final product has a very smooth
surface. Leonardo identifies the spools with letters a
through e (backwards), on which the cloth is stretched
and rotated over teasels on the right. Teasels were traditionally the heads of teasel plants, used since Roman
antiquity to pull at the cloth, lifting loose fibers. After
this stage the cloth is sheared by a blade that is flush
with its surface at the lower part of the armature on
the right. The process requires many rotations of the
stretched cloth, made possible with a large gear in the
background. Assuming this gear was designed to have
eighty teeth, and the small gear at the end of the spool
has only ten pegs, the spool would theoretically spin
at a rate eight times one rotation of the large gear. At
the vertical armature at the right, Leonardo labels two
teasel rods with the letters A an B, noting that, “A – is
the location under which is the comb or card.” At the
bottom right of the sheet he illustrates this rod, identifying it as a “card”, and showing the way in which its
teeth would hold the teasels. At the left he notes that,
“you want this cloth to pass two grades of comb, one
in A and the other in B.”

40. Mechanism for a textile calendaring
(pressing) machine (SB)
This is one of the first known ‘working’ section drawings of a technical project, in which one can see specific component features that can be manufactured
without much additional interpretation. A section
drawing like this allows one to see through the machine’s outer frame and base to the gears inside. As a
working drawing, this precision side view of the gear
sides may be used by machinists – with the help of a
frontal view – for the manufacture of the gears. For a
textile factory project of c. 1493-95, Leonardo offers
here a working plan of the side of a textile calendering machine. Calendering is part of a textile preparation process whereby fabric is folded or twisted – often over a ‘card’ (garzo) – all of which is then pressed
under hot rollers. Discussing the details of the rollers on the left, he notes that one would, “apply first
the head of p[a] into the beam (subbio) n and turn it
under the card, that is for it to pass under the beam
and it will remain pulled out nicely. And leave a small
amount to hang, making it is possible then to apply
it to the lower beam and, without however attaching
it to the lower beam, process one [side] here and the
other [side] with little hooks or trimmers, and then
turn in the contrary [direction] the top beam; and do
the same to the other p[a], as demonstrated in a b m n.”
These are basic principles for the complex machine at
the right, an initial orthographic sketch of which is on
CA folio 56 e r. Leonardo made that small sketch of an
existing calendering machine, noting on its large side
gear the measurement, “3 b”, or three braccia (armlengths). Milanese braccia were 59 centimetres, so the
wheel diameter could have been 1.77 meters, or 5.8
feet. On the present folio, he adds to the earlier design
by including two additional gears above the main gear,
which he numbered with 4 and 8, on each side of central gear with the number 6. These are the numbers of
fusi, or peg-like cogs around the spindle cages. He has
carefully illustrated sixty-four teeth (denti) around the
large gear, which could presumably have a diameter of
3 braccia. Thus the gear ratios are 1:16, 1:10 2/3, and
1:8, where one rotation of the large gear would rotate the spindles 16 times, 10 2/3 times, and 8 times.
This large gear also rotates two gears behind it, each
of which rotate two beams that are discussed at the left

Beck 1900, p. 456, figs. 692, 693; Usher 1954, pp. 224, 27375, fig. 95; Singer 1954-84, Vol. 3, p. 173; Cooper 1965, p. 77;
Parsons 1968, p. 115, fig. 72; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 2,
p. 184; Pedretti 1978, p. 71; Ponting 1979, pp. 68-69.

of the page. A spindle at the top of the frame acts as a
pulley that helps raise and lower a heavy frame element
that helps press the cloth between the rollers.
Strobino 1953, pp. 56-59; Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 8, pp.
139-40; Pedretti 1978, p. 206; Ponting 1979, pp. 90-91.

Folio 1085 r
41. Bobbin mechanism
for a textile machine (BA)
Leonardo appears to consider here a means by which
a double-bobbin could supply thread for a diagonal
loom process. If for example the bobbin could travel
with the thread diagonally through one loom process,
it would conceivably apply the thread in a taught manner, without the necessity of taking up the slack at one
end in a second step. A mobile bobbin process might
have reduced the number of steps necessary for the
operation of a loom. Nonetheless, the true purpose of
this drawing is unknown. At the left, Leonardo states
under the illustrated post that, “this goes in the hole
under the spools.” This is likely a detail and explanation of the removable post below each round spool in
the double bobbin in the center page. We are looking at the bottoms of the spools, which are held in
place by posts that are removed when the spools are
changed. Threads extend from each site of the spool
ends, diagonally onto a twisted metal armature and
out the other side. A gearing mechanism in the chassis
rotates this twisted metal flywheel-style armature. At
the right side a chair with a paddle wheel might be one
part of this automated process. At the bottom of the
page a dual bobbin gearing mechanism may also refer
to the diagonal threading mechanism above. According to the dots and other structural features at the left
of the page, the main part of this drawing might also
serve as a pattern for a mechanism design.

Folio 106 r
Pen and ink and black and red chalks – mm 264 x 393
Ancient numbering 104, 105 – C.A. f. 106 r (ex 34 recto-a) – Circa 1495
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Folio 435 v
Pen and ink and wash – mm 244 x 335
Ancient numbering 62 – C.A. f. 435 v (161 verso-b) – Circa 1495

Marinoni 1973 [2006 ed.], Vol. 19, p. 222; Pedretti 1979, p. 275;
Ponting 1979, pp. 46-47.

Folio 1085 r
Pen and ink with traces of black chalk – mm 256 x 247
Ancient numbering 134 – C.A. f. 1085 r (ex 392 recto-a) – Circa 1495-97
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FOLIO 1102 v - Compound pulley blocks
Red chalk, pen and ink
mm 204 x 180 – Ancient numbering 148 – C.A. f. 1102 v (ex 396 recto-d) – Circa 1495
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FOLIO 48 v - Compasses and spring mechanisms
Pen and ink
mm 216 x 301 – Ancient numbering 169 – C.A. f. 48 v (ex 14 recto-b) – Circa 1513-15

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 1093 r - Parabolic compass
Pen and ink with traces of black chalk on course brown paper
mm 380 x 194 – Ancient numbering 93, 94 – C.A. f. 1093 r (ex 394 recto-a) – Circa 1513-14

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 87 r - Mirror-making machine, a mill, ovens, and a parabolic section of a cone
Pen and ink
mm 263 x 206 – Ancient numbering 22 – C.A. f. 87 r (32 recto-a) – Circa 1480

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 995 r - Printing Press
Pen and ink and wash
mm 145 x 214 – Ancient numbering 43 – C.A. f. 995 r (ex 358 recto-b) – Circa 1480-82

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 1072 r - Glass or mirror grinder and polisher
Pen and ink on pale ochre prepared paper
mm 201 x 233 – Ancient numbering 11 - C.A. f. 1072 r (ex 387 recto-c) – Circa 1485

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 83 v - Studies of statics with a gear system
Pen and ink
mm 282 x 200 – C.A. f. 83 v (ex 30 verso-a) – Circa 1487

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 1089 b r - Drill with centering device
Pen and ink over traces of black chalk
mm 117-152 x 124 – Ancient numbering 78 - C.A. f. 1089 b r (ex 393 recto-b) – Circa 1495-97

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 1049 v - Bearing mechanism
Red chalk, pen and ink
mm 266 x 178 – Ancient numbering 188 – C.A. f. 1049 v (ex 376 verso-c) – Circa 1498-99

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 1103 v - Mirror grinders
Pen and ink
mm 197 x 137 – Ancient numbering 10 – C.A. f. 1103 r (ex 396 verso-f) – Circa 1503-05

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 2 r - Machine for cutting stone
Pen and ink and wash on course blue paper
mm 275 x 415 – Ancient numbering 104, 105 - C.A. f. 2r (ex 1 recto-c) – Circa 1513

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 179 v - Perpetual Water pump
Pen and ink and wash
mm 282 x 181 – Ancient numbering 15 – C.A. f. 179 v (ex 63 verso-a) – Circa 1487-90

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 69 b r - Fountain mechanism
Pen and ink and wash
mm 201 x 144 – Ancient numbering 33 – C.A. f. 69 b r (ex 22 recto-b) – Circa 1517-18

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 21 r - Two automatic turnspits
Pen and ink
mm 255 x 191 – Ancient numbering 16 – C.A. f. 21 r (ex 5 verso-a) – Circa 1980

HOME

INDEX

FOLIO 936 r - Machine to teasel felt hats
Pen and ink with traces of black chalk
mm 112 x 143 – Ancient numbering 120 – C.A. f. 936 r (ex 342 recto-a) – Circa 1493-95

HOME
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FOLIO 67 a r - Components for a machine that produces sequins
Pen and ink and wash
mm 245 x 338 – C.A. f. 67 a r (ex 21 recto-a) – Circa 1495
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FOLIO 86 r - Needle-making machine
Pen and ink on traces of black chalk
mm 115 x 75 – Ancient numbering 36 - C.A. f. 86 r (ex 31 verso-a) – Circa 1495
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Monique Bosco von Allmen, Architetto
Francesco Braschi, Pro-Segretario Generale della Biblioteca Ambrosiana
Franco Buzzi, Prefetto della Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana
Carlo Capponi, Responsabile dell’Ufficio per i Beni Culturali, Diocesi
di Milano
Libero Corrieri, Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici, Milano
Emanuela Daffra, Soprintendenza per i Beni Artistici e Storici, Milano
Ornella Foglieni, Soprintendente per i Beni Librari, Regione Lombardia
Daniel Libeskind, Architetto, New York-Milano
Pietro C. Marani, Curatore dei Disegni di Leonardo,
Biblioteca Ambrosiana
Marco Navoni, Direttore della Pinacoteca Ambrosiana
Mariolina Olivari, Soprintendenza per i Beni Artistici
e Storici, Milano
Luca Quartana, Restauratore di opere lignee
Alberto Rocca, Dottore della Biblioteca Ambrosiana
Giorgio Ricchebuono, Presidente della Fondazione
Cardinale Federico Borromeo
Alberto Sempi, Studio di Architettura, Novara
Attilio Terragni, Studio Cityedge (partner italiano architetto
Libeskind), Milano
Domenico Venturelli, P. Paolo, Procuratore Generale
della Provincia di San Domenico in Italia
Didascalie a cura di Matthew Landrus

Direzione ed Esecuzione delle Opere
Monique Bosco von Allmen, Architetto
Savino Corsari, Savogi S.r.l., Milano
Elena Fontana, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Responsabile eventi e mostre
Mida Informatica e Metis Systems, Riproduzione digitale
Luca Quartana, Restauratore di opere lignee
Alberto Sempi, Studio di Architettura, Novara
White Label S.r.l., Milano, Grafica e multimediale
Zucchetti S.p.A., Impianti di sicurezza
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